Spelling: …ence or …ance?
It can be tricky to work out which words end in …ence or …ance.

Task
1) Read the following sentences.
2) Choose an appropriate word from the key words table to slot into
each one.
3) Make sure that you complete each of your key words correctly, with
…ence or …ance. Use a dictionary if you aren’t sure of the correct
spelling.

1.

Although the ___________________ wasn’t very good, the
___________________ all clapped politely when it ended.

2.

___________________ is often measured in miles.

3.

Furious with the newspaper’s editor, he kept up a relentless campaign of
___________________, bombarding him with letter after letter.

4.

___________________ makes the heart grow fonder.

5.

Freedom and ___________________ often go hand in hand.

6.

Reliable science is based on ___________________.

7.

If you start a ___________________ with a conjunction, there’s a strong
chance that your teacher will object.

8.

An ___________________ dog is a term used to describe guide dogs, hearing
dogs and service dogs.

9.

Somebody might choose to be a nurse or a firefighter so that they can make
a ___________________.

10. An exceptionally talented footballer might show ___________________ on
the pitch.
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11. In Victorian times, children were taught to show their parents
___________________.
12. As an act of ___________________, he threw the brick at the policeman.
13. The company has been in ___________________ for over twenty years.
14. She spoke from personal ___________________.
15. Nowadays Victoria Beckham dresses with grace and ___________________.
16. After the argument, they finished their meal in ___________________.
17. When writing an essay, make sure that every point you make has
___________________ to the question.
18. The fact that he was there, waiting outside her house couldn’t simply be a
___________________.
19. There was an ___________________ of food – so much so that the party
goers ended up taking most of it home with them.
20. It is an ___________________ to park on double yellow lines, unless you have
a disabled permit.

off _ nce

relev _ nce

abund _ nce

correspond _ nce

sil _ nce

brilli _ nce

evid _ nce

eleg _ nce

audi _ nce

differ _ nce

obedi _ nce
abs _ nce

independ _ nce

exist _ nce

dist _ nce

experi _ nce

sent _ nce

defi _ nce

perform _ nce

assist _ nce

coincid _ nce
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